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CONFLICTS OVER SOVEREIGNTY IN EUROPE IN THE 

SO-CALLED POST-SOVEIGNTY ERA 

JAUME CASTAN PINOS 

While aiming to shake some of the dominant natTatives and conceptions concern
ing sovereignty and territoriality in the European Union, this chapter intends to 
contest the so called post-sovereignty approach that deems territorial and sover
eignty related problematiques as epiphenomena; or at least as phenomena belong
ing to a different era. Such disputes are often labelled,.with a clearly negative and 
demode connotation, as Westphalian. One of the core arguments is that h·ends 
such as interdependence, increasing international trade, mobility, migration, 
cross-border cooperation, European integration, and the development an incipi
ent form of global identity, leads to an inevitable demise of sovereignty. The cur
rent chapter does not intend to undermine such developments but to challenge 
the causal relationship established between these phenomena and the post
sovereignty, post-territorial argument. In other words, sovereignty or at least 
some forms of sovereignty seem to be fully compatible with mobility ari.d global
ization. 

The chapter is divided in four parts. Firstly, some reflections about territorial 
and sovereignty conflicts will be critically discussed. Subsequently, it will be ar
gued that the EU represents a fertile ground for these sorts of disputes. To illus
trate this argument; the chapter will explain and scrutinise the impact of supra
national, interstate. and sub-national clashes in the European Union. 

I. They do not know it, but they are doing it

As O'Dowd argues, one of the problems of the narratives that advocate the post
national new world order is that they undermine the complexity and flexibility of 
a "state's infrash·uctural power and its territorializing thrust." More worryingly, 
they fail to grasp that "we continue to live in a world of diverse states."1 For the 
sake of this chapter's argument, it is necessary to state one of its core assump
tions: far from disappearing, borders enjoy enviable health, and partly due to 
this, they a.re susceptible to causing friction between neighbours or between state 
actors and sub-state entities. As Stephen Krasner puts it, national borders, de
spite their alleged erosion, "still represent the fault lines of conflict."2 As for 
states, despite their critical transformation over the past decades, they still repre-

1 

2 

O'Dowo, L. "From a 'borderless world' to a 'world of borders:' Bringing history back in", 
Enviro11111ent a11d P/a1111i11g D: SociehJ a11d Space, vol. 28, 2010, p. 1032-1034. 
KRASNER., S., "Sovereignty", Foreign Policy, vol. 122, 2001, p. 20-22. 
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sent the ideal form of organisation of nations, or at least the most popular, glob
ally spread and with the greatest material power at their disposal.3 

Bnmet-Jailly, in his global encyclopaedia of border disputes, divides border 
conflicts in three different groupings: territorial, positional, and functional. The 
French scholar warns us that territorial disputes are the "most complex, most 
encompassing and most historically charged of all border disputes."4 Bearing 
that in mind, it is not surprising that these disputes will be my primary focus. 
Regardless of whether they are of a violent nature or not, a great deal of border 
conflicts could be considered intractable. Sovereignty, I argue, is not just one 
more factor of such disputes. It seems reasonable to claim that sovereignly is at 
the very core of territorial disputes, or as the Arabic metaphor goes: "the mother 
of all factors". 

Needless to say, as Brunet-Jailly suggests, we may have other significant fac
tors contributing to territorial disputes - such as a sense of belonging, culture, 
religion, language, etc. - which underpin such territorial conflicts.5 However, 
they all seem to be related, and perhaps even subordinated to, sovereignty. In his 
renowned book Organized Hypocrisy, Krasner distinguishes between four diffe
rent types of sovereignty: domestic, Westphalian, interdependence, and interna
tional legal sovereignty.6 Some of these typologies are associated with conh·ol 
(interdependence sovereignty), others with authority (Westphalian and interna
tional legal sovereignty) and finally domestic sovereignty, which is defined as 
the, "formal organization of political authority within the state [and] ability to 
exercise effective conh"ol within the borders of their own polity," and which en
compasses both.7 The usefulness of this categorisation lies in the fact that it pre
vents scholars from using the concept in a unidirectional manner. In other words, 
losing interdependent sovereignty does nut necessarily lead to losins interna
tional legal sovereignty, a dimension connected to recognition that is universally 
sought by states and aspiring states alike. 

For the sake of clarity it should be noted that my understanding of sovereign
ty is both straightforward and flexible. Straightforward in the sense of Krasner's 
categorization, wherein sovereignty is ultimately connected to control, authority, 
and power over a particular territory; while also flexible, since the phenomenon 
does not merely characterise lines in the sand or agreements and disagreements 
between two or more states. The term sovereignty can also (and should also) be 
applied to conflicts between subnational polities, often referred to as national 
communities or encompassing groups and the state they aim to challenge, as well 
as between the state and supranational entities, as will be shown below.8 

In order to develop my argument, it is imperative to scrutinise two initial 
considerations that are both inescapable and conh·oversial. The famous quote, 

3 PAASI, A, "The Political geography of Boundaries at the End of tl1e Millennium: Challenges of 
the De-tcrritorializing World", in: EsKELINEN, H. et al. (ed.), C11rlai11s of Iron nnd Gold. 
Reconstn1cti11g Borders a11d Scales of folemctio11, Ashgate Publishing ltd, Aldershot, 1999, p. 20. 

4 BRUNET-}AILLY, E., Border disputes: A global encyclopaedia, vol. 1, ABC-CLIO, Santa Barbara, CA, 
2015, p. XXV. 

5 Ibid. 
6 KRASNER, S., Organized Hypocrisy, Princcton University Press, Princetion NJ, 1999. 
7 Ibid., p. 4. 
8 MARGALIT, A., RAZ, J., "National Self-Determination", The Jo11mnl of P/Jilosophy, vol. 87, no. 9, 

1990, p. 439--461. 
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"Sie wissen dns nicht, nber sie tun es," from the first volume Karl Marx's Das Knpitnl, 
has been b·anslated into English by the Slovenian philosopher Slavoj Zizek as, 
"They do not know it, but they are doing it."9 According to Zizek, this Marxian 
sentence represents the most rudimentary conceptualisation of this illusion that 
structures our social reality -that of ideology.10 Arguably this same formula, 
(they do not know it, but they are doing it) can be applied to illustrate the territo
rial and sovereignty ethos that underlies some conflicts that are not generally 
associated with sovereignty and tenitorial matters. 

Let's consider, for instance, the religious decoration and paraphernalia that 
the Islamic State (IS) is recurrently using to embellish and foster its narrative and 
its ideological aims. While some elements such as their religious zeal or their ma
cabre modus operandi are well reported, the sovereignty dimension of the IS is 
often neglected in most analyses of the terrorist group. However, a closer look of 
their discourses reveals objectives of an eminently territorial nature. For instance, 
in the first edition of their propaganda magazine Dnbiq, the group boasts about 
demolishing the Sykes-Picot Agreement demarcations11 and announces the, "fur
ther construction of the Islamic State and expansion of its territory."12 These terri
torially driven semantics can further be seen in a video recorded in 2014, while 
the group was on a conquering rampage on the Syria-Iraq border. As one of the 
IS militants stated: "This is not the first border we will break, we will break other 
borders."13 

Hence what this group is implementing is perhaps not so much connected to 
the transnational idea of the supranational Muslim community or ummnh (al
though they appeal to it), but rather to a territorially bounded project, which is 
therefore inevitably engaged in territorial_Jrictions with its neighbours - that is 
those that have been disempowered and whpse borders have been violated. The 
main point of this digression is that territorial and sovereignty conflicts transcend 
what we perceive as territorial disputes and as a result 'non-territorial' conflicts 
may in fact be rather territorial after all. In other words: they do not know it, but 
they are doing it. 

The second conb·oversial assertion, briefly introduced above, consists of a cri
tique of some of the globalist postulations according to which national borders 
are or are becoming irrelevant and sovereignty itself is waning and dissipating.14 

I argue that, if this is our point of departure, we will probably find it impossible 
to explicate the existence, persistence and in some cases multiplication of 
conflicts linked to territoriality and sovereignty. For instance, the growing phe
nomenon of secessionis1n, which I claim is essentially driven by sovereignty, can 
hardly be explained if we remove the sovereignty dimension out of the equation. 
Therefore, to argue that sovereignty is becoming less relevant, as fashionable as it 

9 
10 
11 

12 
13 

14 

Z�ll, S., The Sublime Object of Ideology, Verso, London, 1989, p. 28. 
Ibid. 
This 1916 agreement, also known as Asia Minor Agreement, between the United Kingdom, 
France and the Russian Empire was determinant in shaping the borders of what would later 
become the future states of Syria and Iraq. 
"The return of the KhiJifah", Dnbiq Mngnzine, Issue 1, 2014. 
TRAN, M., WEAVER, M., "Isis announces Islamic caliphate in area straddling Iraq and S)11'ia", 
Tire Gunrdinn, 2014. 
CASTAN PJNOS, J., "Assessing the significance of borders and territoriality in a globalized 
Europe", Regions and Cohesion, vol. 3, no. 2, 2013, p. 54-55. 
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may be, has direct detrimental consequences for our understanding of contempo
rary [territorial)conflicts. 

II. The EU fertile ground

After setting the scene, it is now necessary to tum to the core of the chapter's ar
gument and put into question the image of Europe as the post-sovereignty 
'poster boy'. Indeed, Europe, and more specifically the European Union, has 
been used as the textbook example for the post-sovereignty, post-national or
der.JS However on closer inspection, as shocking as this may be to some, the EU 
appears to be fertile ground for conflicts of a territorial and sovereign nature. In 
brief, it seems as though we were dealing with a medical paradoxical reaction. 
Eurnpean integration has created its own principles of disintegration and it may 
be prompting sovereignty related conundrums. To illustrate this point, this sec
tion will concentrate on sovereignty conflicts between member states and the 
European Union and on territorial disputes between member states. 

The EU has indeed gradually consolidated its own myth of post-territoriality, 
according to which this organization has successfully been able to become a post
Westphalian polity, whereby ridding itself of territorial conflicts. This is not only 
incongruous, hut also appearn to be untrue. This incongruity is the best justifica
tion to focus an analysis of the importance of sovereignty in the 21•1 century in 
the EU; or monfspecifically on the territorial and sovereignty conflicts affecting 
the supranational organization. 

If we consider recent academic literature on the topic, we will soon notice that 
the EU has been used as a parndigmatic example and has served as some sort of 
dialectical ammunition to undermine the significance of borders and territoriali
ty. For instance, the famous constructivist John Gerard Ruggie, claimed that in 
the EU, "the process of unbundling territoriality has gone further than anywhere 
else," because it represents the first "multiperspectival polity".16 The gloomy rea
lity is however that borders and territoriality have not disappeared nor become 
unbundled from in the EU. To put it poetically, the main problem of this post
sovereignty narrative is that by focusing on a b·ee, it has forgotten about the fo. 
rest, and this forest is nowadays made up of several trees. 

III. Euroscepticism: a matter of sovereignty

One of these trees is Euroscepticism. This concept epitomises the opposition to 
European integration (and the EU in general) and has gained ground and mo-

15 

16 

SCHMJ'ITER, P., "If the Nation-State Were to Wither Away in Europe, What Might Replace I�?•, 
in: GUSfAVSSON, S., LEWIN, L. (ed.), 171e Future of tile Natio11-State: Essnys 011 Culhtral Plura/rsl�r 
and Pol itical Integration, Routledge, London, 1996, p. 211-244; BALlBAR, E., We, the People 01 
Europe: Rejlectio11s 011 Tm11s11ntio11al Citizenship, Princelon University Press, Princetion NJ, 2cx:4· 
RUGGLE, J. G., "Territoriality and beyond: problematizing modernity in international re a

lions", Jntematio11nl Orga11izatio11, vol. 47, no. 1, 1993, p. 171.
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menhun in several member states.17 Taggart distinguishes between two kinds of 
Euroscepticism: a contingent or qualified opposition, which is reluctant to accept 
ftnther integration but that does not contemplate EU withdrawal, and an un
qualified ouh·ight objection to the EU, which does.18 The term and the ideas be
hind it, though born and bred in Britain, have now spread to other parts of West
ern Europe and to Cenh·al and Eastern Europe.19 As a British construct, it could 
be argued that the idea is deeply embedded in British history and British political 
culture. Churchill's famous quote, "we are with Europe, but not of it. We are 
linked, but not comprised. We are interested and associated, but not absorbed," 
is often used as evidence of such linkage.20 

The prominence of the Eurosceptic ideology in the United Kingdom, and its 
influence amongst British conservatives, bear a great deal of responsibility for the 
celebration of June 2016 United Kingdom referendum on European Union mem
bership - popularly known as the Brexit referendum. The results of the EU Par
liament election on May 2014 represented a turning point, as they catapulted a 
genuinely Eurosceptic party, the United Kingdom's Independence Party (UKIP), 
to the most voted party in the UK with over 26% of the votes and 24 MEP's. This 
party's success may be seen as one of the conh·ibuting factor to David's Cameron 
call for an in or out referendum, due to take place in June 2016. While a detailed 
analysis of this plebiscite is not possible due to space constraints, it is worth not
ing that its celebration demonstrates that sovereignty disputes between member 
states and the EU are no longer at a latent stage but they a.re now an essential 
part of the political debate in Europe. Suvereignty·-and territoriality are indeed at 
the very core of the matter. As Glencross poiI1.ts o.ut:,'Euroscepticism is connected 
to the need of asserting national distinctiveness through (re)establishing self
governrn.ent.21 This inevitably establishes a parallelism between this phenomenon 
and secessionism though with a scale difference: instead of aiming to secede from 
a nation-state, Euro-sceptics aim to withdraw the membership of their nation
state from a supra.national organisation.22 As a result, in the particular case of 
Brexit, this re-establishment of sovereignty and self-government would have to 
be conducted through a repudiation of an international treaty.23 

The Brexit referendum deserves a great deal of thinking and reflection that 
should go well beyond political quarrelling about the subject. It is overly simplis
tic to reduce the issue to mere political opportunism by certain individuals. Its 

17 

18 

19 

20 

21 

22 

23 

Perhaps it would be semantically more accurate to refer to the term as 'EU-scepticism', how
ever, provided that 'Euroscepticism' is widely used in academia, and in orde1· not to deviate 
the attention from the main argument, I have decided to stick to the latter. 
TAGGART, P., "A Touchstone of Dissent: Euroscepticism in Contemporary Western Eurnpean 
party Systems", European Journal of Political Research, vol. 33, no. 3, 1998, p. 366. 
TAGGART, P., SZCZBRBI/\K, A, "TI1e Party Politics of Euroscepticism in EU Member and Candi
date States", Sussex Euopean Institute Working Paper, no 51, 2002; RODRIGUEZ-AGUILERA DE 
PRAT, C., Euroscepticism, Europhobja and Eltrocriticism. 11,e Radical Parties of the Right and Left 
vis-ii-vis the European Union, Peter Lang, London, 2013. 
CHURCHILL, W., "The United States of Europe", Saturday Evening Post, London, 1930, quoted 
in: URWIN, D. W., A Political HistOnJ of Western Europe Since 1945, Routledge, London, 2014, 
p. 74. 
GLENCROSS, A., "Going it Alone? The Choice of Political Union i.n British Politics", The Political 
Quarterly, vol. 86, no. 4, 2015, p. 555. 
It is, therefore, not surprising that the paradigmatic Eurosceplic party in the UK, the UKIP, 
uses the very word 'independence' on its name. 
MAcSH/\NE, D., How Britain will leave Europe, LB. Tauris, London, 2015, p. 2. 
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roots are much deeper than that and deserve close examination by EU policyma
kers; not least because there is direct link between European integration and this 
sovereignty dispute. This problematique shows that not only has the EU been una
ble to create a cohesive European identity amongst its citizens, but it has, through 
a paradoxical reaction, awakened and even exacerbated territorially bounded 
tensions in the United Kingdom and elsewhere. 

IV. Interstate conflicts in the EU

In addition to Eurosceptic related tensions, there are additional problems related 
to sovereignty in the European Union. According to the data gathered by the 
Conflict Barometer, there are nine conflicts of an inter-state/territorial nature in 
Europe.24 Four of them include at least a member of the European Union as well 
as other non-member state: the conflict over the Arctic, which includes Denmark, 
Estonia and Russia over the demarcation of the common border, Turkey and 
Cyprus, and several conflicts between Greece and Turkey. Interestingly, in the 
case of Turkey these, disputes occur between a member state and a candidate 
countiy. Decades of a (mostly) consb·uctive bilateral relationship between the EU 
and Turkey has done little to tame territorial disputes between Ankara and two 
EU member states (for example Greece which has been in the EC/EU since 1981). 
Moreover, the Conflict Barometer highlights two cases where the territorial dis
pute is between two members of the EU: the conflict over Gibraltar between 
Spain and tl)e UK and the maritime dbpule between Slovenia and Croatia over 
the Gulf of Piran.25 These two rifts between EU member states demonstrate that 
far from· behig. eroded by political integration, sovereignty disputes continue to 
exist and in some occasions they have the potential to poison bilateral relation
ships between partners. The dispute over Gibraltar's sovereignty provides a use
ful illusb·ation of the lack of entente between two states who are otherwise friends 
and members of the same political, economic, and militaiy organizations. 

This territory, which covers an area of less than 7 km2 and with just over 
30,000 inhabitants, has been under British rule since 1713, when the territ01y was 
ceded in perpetuity to Great Britain.26 Spain has unsuccessfully attempted to re
take the territory by force (1779-1883), by blockade (1969-1982) and by diplo
matic means, in particulai· thrnugh favourable UN resolutions.27 Far from disap
pearing or becoming eroded, this sovereignty conflict has persisted and it conti
nuous to create serious diplomatic frictions between Spain and the UK, as well as 
land-border and sea incidents. For instance, the disagreement over its territorial 

24 Heidelberg Institute for International Conflict Research, Co11flicl Barometer 2015, Heidelberg, 

2016, p. 44-45. 
25 Ibid. 

26 "Peace and Friendship Treaty of Utrecht between Spain and Great Britain", https://en. 

wikisource.org/wiki/Peace_and_Friendship_Treaty_of_Utrecht_between_Spain_and_Great_ 

Britain (1.3.2016). Article X of such Treaty leaves no room for interpretation in terms of_
the 

ownership and sovereignty of Gibraltar: "The Catholic [Spanish) King does hereby( ... ] yield 

to the Crown of Great Britain the full and entire propriety of the town and castle of Gibralt'?',

together with the port, fortifications, and forts thereunto belonging; and he gives up the said 

propriety to be held and enjoyed absolutely with all manner of right for ever, without any ex-

ception or impediment whatsoever." 
27 GOLD, P., Gibrnllnr: British or Spnnis/J, Routledge, London, 2005, p. 1. 
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secessionist party, Corsica Libera, views independence as a long term 'romantic' 
goal. While in their policy document published in 2015 Corcisa 21, they un
equivocally assert that, "we have never stopped working for the goal of inde
pendence, which remains the only possible outcome of our struggle."47 Its politi
cal actions are aimed at collaborating with other autonomist parties to increase 
the island's autonomic powers, consolidate the role of the Corsican language, as 
well as secure the amnesty for FLNC militants. 

This last section leads us to some pertinent reflections regarding the two cen
tral subjects of this chapter: secessionism and the European Union. It appears 
evident that over the past decades there has been a transition from regionalism to 
separatism in several European regions. Perhaps Catalonia and Scotland are the 
territories that best epitomise this shift. It is relevant to focus on this transition to 
understand that in most cases, secessionism has deep roots and it rarely emerges 
from 'out of the blue'. In the Catalan case, mainsh·eam nationalism had tradition
ally favoured, "an accommodation[ ... ] within the framework of a pluri-national, 
highly decentralized Spanish state."48 Until recently, support for independence 
oscillated between 10-15% of the population.49 This is no longer the case since 
today, a consistent majority of former pro-autonomists or pro-federalists support 
independence in Catalonia. As a result, the picture is that of a symmetrically po
larised society.50 Botl1 the supporters of secession and those who advocate for 
Catalonia remaining united with Spain both stand at 45%.51 

Beyond the quantitative analysis, the most puzzling aspect of the h·ansition 
from regionalism to secessionism, experienced particularly by Catalonia and Sco
tland, is that jt occurred in parallel to the most suc.cessful period of European 
integratio�. Tj.ti�:fact suggests that, conh·ary to the popularly held opinion that 
European integration erodes sovereignty driven conflicts, both phenomena (se
cessionism and integration) ai·e perfectly compatible. It therefore appears ob
vious that such unlikely simultaneity and compatibility offers a window of op
portunities for further research, especially bearing in ntind the lack of previous 
studies on the subject. The present chapter should be considered as a humble 
contribution to this largely neglected connection. 

Conclusion 

TI1e arguments of this chapter do not contradict the fact that European integra
tion has had a crucial positive effect in easing territorial tensions, particularly 
when considering the ltistorically contested, volatile, and bloody franco-German 
borders. Other disputed borders around Europe have also benefited from the 
positive territorial externalities of European integration and the '�uropeanis�
tion' of border practices and territorial values and attitudes. However, as this 

47 "Corsica 21U prugettu", Corsica Libern, 2015, file:/ //C:/Users/jaurne/Downloads/ corsi
ca21_11_2015_final_l.pd£ (2.6.2016). 

48 PEREZ, L., SANJAUME, M., "Legalizing Secession: The Catalan Case", Journal of Co11jlictology, 
vol. 4, no. 2, 2013, p. 7. 

49 Centre d'estudis d'opini6, Political Opinion Barometer, no. 37, 2016, p. 9. 
50 This concept is used without any negative connotation and without denoting a social confhcl 

between the supporters of the two options. 
51 Centre d'estudis d'opini6, Political Opi11io11 Baromeler,op.cil., p. 11. 
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chapter has shown, the power of territorial unbundling is neither limitless nor 
omnipresent, nor insusceptible to being redressed. To put it simply, in some oc
casions frozen conflicts have become defrosted, as the Piran Bay dispute illus
trates, and in others territoriality plays the role of a saboteur between allies, such 
as in the case of Gibraltar. Last but not least, in other cases secessionism or in
deed Euroscepticism provides elites, as well as grassroots movements, with a 
territorially grounded political legitimacy which can be of a precious value. 

At any rate, the European Union, like most areas of the globe, is not immune 
to sovereignty and territorial conflicts. Whether these disputes are of a sub
national, national, or supranational natme, territorially driven enjeux continue to 
shape and challenge a club that has consh·ucted a narrative which very often 
claims to have overcome these very disputes in order to boast its legitimacy. TI1e 
problem of undermining, or even negating the significance of such phenomena, 
is that the act of denial does not make them vanish. What it does, as this chapter 
has argued, is to act as a burden towards the understanding of such conflicts. In 
seems obvious that Euroscepticism, secession.ism, or nation-state sovereignty 
conflicts cannot be comprehended if our initial premise is to claim that these 
phenomena are irrelevant, anachronistic, and products of a different area. These 
phenomena are (arguably) inherent to politics and indeed to the EU. Provided 
that this seems to be the case, they deserve to be analysed and understood, ideal
ly avoiding normative points of departure. 

' �: 

LES CONFLITS DE SOUVERAINETE EN EUROPE DANS LA 
PERIODE DE POST-SOUVERAINETE 

Les conflits de souverainete et de territoire semblent avoir w1e etonnante capacite 
a perseverer et survivre les contextes qui leurs sont defavorables. Ce chapih·e 
analyse la persistance des conflits lies a la souverainete clans l'Union europeenne. 
En effet, tandis que !'integration europeenne a eu un effet positif crucial sur 
I' apaisement des tensions territoriales a h·avers « I' europeanisation » des prati
ques frontalieres, des attitudes et des valeurs territoriales, une grande pa1·tie des 
con.flits lies a la souverainete continuent de mettre a l'epreuve le continent euro
peen. TI est interessant de noter que de tels con.flits se produisent clans une pe
riode dite de post-souverainete et clans un territoire (l'Europe) qui est considere 
comme Ja reference de l'ordre post-territorial. L'un des arguments principaux de 
ce chapih·e est que le pouvoir de ce decoupage tenitorial n'est ni sans Iimite, ni 
omnipresent, ni impossible a corriger par des reactions paradoxales par exemple. 

Pour illustrer ces differents points, ce chapih·e analyse des exemples de trois 
types de conflits lies a la souverainete affectant !'Europe : Jes conflits entre Jes 
Etats- membres et )'Union europeenne (parfaitement illustres par le Brexit), Jes 
con.flits territoriaux entre Etats-membres (tel que Gibraltar et la baie de Piran) et 
Jes conflits territoriaux de nature infranationale (le secessionnisme etant le cas le 
plus problematique clans cette categorie). L'analyse de ces cas suggere que 
!'Union europeenne, comme n'importe quelle region du monde, n' est pas a 
l'abris de conflits territoriaux de souverainete. Que ces conflits soient de nature 
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infranationale, nationale, ou supranationale, les enjeux de territoires continuent a 
remettre en cause le statu quo en Europe et ailleurs. 

SOUVERA.NIT ATSKONFLIKT IN EUROPA IN DER 

SOGENANNTEN POST-SOUVERANITATSARA 

Souveranitats- und Territorialkonflikte scheinen die erstaunliche Fahigkeit zu 
besitzen, auch in offenbar ungunstigen Kontexten bestehen zu bleiben und somit 
zu ilberleben. Dieses Kapitel analysiert die Widerstandsfahigkeit von Souverani
tatskonflikten in der Europaischen Union. Wah.rend die Europaische Integration 
eine entscheidend positive Wirkung auf die Losung tenitorialer Spannungen 
gehabt hat, vor allem <lurch die ,,Europaisierung" von Grenzpraktiken, von terri
torialen Werten und Einstellungen, stellt dennoch eine breite Palette von Souve
ranitatskonflikten weiterhin eine Herausforderung filr den Emopaischen Konti
nent dar. Interessanterweise treten solche Streitigkeiten oft in der sogenannten 
post-souveranen Peri.ode auf, in einem Gebiet (Europa), das oft als das Paradig
ma der post-territorialen Ordnung angesehen wird. Bines der Kemargumente 
dieses Kapitels ist, dass c!ie Macht der tenitorialen Entflechtungen weder gren
zenlos ist noch allgegeti.w�tig oder unempfindlich gegen Korrekturen dmch 
paradoxe Reaktionen zuin Beispiel. 

Um diese Punkte zu illustrieren, analysiert dieses Kapitel drei Beispiele von 
Souveranitatskonflikten, die derzeit Europa betreffen: Streitigkeiten zwischen 
den Mitgliedstaaten und der Ew-opaischen Union (verkorpert <lurch den Brexit), 
territoriale Streitigkeiten zwischen den Mitgliedstaaten selbst (wie Gibraltar und 
dern Golf von Piran) und territoriale Streitigkeiten subnationaler Natur (Sezes
sionsbestreben ist der problematischste Fall in dieser Kategorie). Die Prilfung 
dieser Falle verdeutlicht, dass die Europaische Union, wie die meisten Regionen 
der Welt, gegen territoriale Souveranitatskonflikte nicht immun ist. Egal ob diese 
Streitigkeiten subnationaler, nationaler oder supranationaler Natw- sind, territo
riale Konflikte fordern weiterhin den territorialen Status-quo in Europa und an
derswo heraus. 




